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1. The Nature of Public International Law 
 

 
“International law is a system of rules, principles and concepts that governs relations among states and, 
increasingly, international organizations, individuals and other actors in world politics. International law has grown 
and expanded at a rapid rate since World War II to encompass a diverse range of issues and topics, including the 
preservation of the environment, the right to use force against another state, territorial rights in Antarctica, the use 
of outer space, and the rights of children. There is now no aspect of world politics that can be fully understood 
without some knowledge of international law and an awareness of how it operates as an integral component of 
global affairs.” 

- Shirley v. Scott, International Law in World Politics: An Introduction (2004), p.1 
 
Defining International Law + the UN Charter 

• Article 2(1) of the UN Charter states that the UN is ‘based upon the principle of the sovereign equality of all 
its Members” 

• Corollaries of this principle of sovereign equality of states are that no state: 
1. May compel another to submit to judicial settlement of a dispute between them, nor 
2. Is bound by a new international rule unless that state has consented to it.  

 
 

Differs from domestic law in that: 
1. No legislature, no democratic elections 
2. No compulsory court jurisdiction  
3. New laws aren’t binding without state consent 
4. No police force 
5. Horizontal, rather than vertical or hierarchical  

 
Differing views on the issue: 

• “Almost all nations observe almost all principles of international law and almost all their obligations almost 
all of the time.” – Louis Henkin, How Nations Behave (1979), p.47 
 

• “The absence of an international legislature, courts with compulsory jurisdiction, and centrally organised 
sanctions have inspired misgivings [as to whether international law is law]” – HLA Hart, The Concept of 
Law, (1994) 
 

• “The answer depends on what is meant by law…If, as H L A Hart argued, law derives its strength from 
acceptance by society that its rules are binding, not from its enforceability, then international law is law…To 
look at the question from a more mundane point of view, international law is all too real for those who have 
to deal with it daily…[for example] the US State Department has some 150 legal advisers…if international 
law is not law, then they and their legal colleagues in other foreign ministries are drawing their salaries 
upon false pretences.’ – Anthony Aust, Handbook of International Law (2005), 3-4.  

 
• ‘The argument that international law is merely a code of international ethics is usually advanced by 

reference to two linked propositions. First, it is asserted that international law notoriously fails to constrain 
the behaviour of States, especially where important national interests are at stake. Second, there is said to 
be no effective and centralised enforcement mechanism of such a kind as to provide the required element 
of compulsion…The first...is [easy] to deal with…International law constantly exerts a decisive influence on 
relations between States…flagrant violations are much less common in international law than in domestic 
law….[In relation to the second] [t]he idea that the absence of a centralise enforcement apparatus deprives 
international law of its legal character is really just another way of formulating Austin’s requirement for a 
political sovereign. Enforcement mechanisms in international law do exist…[although] overwhelmingly 
decentralised in character and much more dependent upon self-help than is the case with mature domestic 
legal orders.’  

A. Defining International Law 
 

B. Is International Law Really Law? 
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(i) States 
	

Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States (1933) 
• A  ‘person’ under international law should possess: 

o Permanent population 
o Defined territory 
o Government 
o Capacity to enter into relations with other states 

• Agreement between 20 states. Appeared so sensible that other states came to accept – treaty that 
has helped to articulate current position 

 

Stephen Hall, International Law (2nd ed., 2006 19-21) 
 

International legal persons are the entities with the capacity to act in international law. They include States, 
international or intergovernmental organizations, trans-national corporations, individuals, and non-governmental 
organizations. 
 
 
 
 

• According to traditional doctrine, states are the principle subjects of international law. Individuals, minority 
groups, and international organisations such as the UN have a derivative personality.  

• “With the growth of a positivist approach to international law…the state became the central, if not the 
exclusive, subject of the law.” – Gillian Triggs, ‘International Law: Contemporary Principles and Practices’ 
(1st ed., 2006), 29. 

• Despite developments of the last half-century, states remain dominant actors in international legal system. 
See, e.g. Statute of the ICJ article 34(1) – ‘Only states may be parties in cases before the Court.’ 

	
The Montevideo Convention 

• Montevideo Convention sets out the criteria for statehood  
• Was adopted by the 7th International Conference of American States, and is commonly accepted as 

reflecting, in general terms, the requirements of statehood at customary international law  
 
 
 
 
	
	
	
	
	
	
 
 
The Requirements of Population and Territory  

• No lower limit to the number of inhabitants or size of territory e.g. Nauru has only 9000 inhabitants 
and 8 square miles in area  
 

• “Respect for territorial sovereignty is an essential foundation of international relations” (Corfu 
Channel (United Kingdom v Albania)) 

 
• It is not crucial that the borders should be defined or undisputed as long as the territory has sufficient 

consistency e.g. Israel (North Sea Continental Shelf (Germany v Denmark; Germany v Netherland)) 
 

• Doesn’t matter that borders are disputed 
 

• “The law…does not prescribe the physical scope of territory necessary; as Franck and Hoffman 
note, ‘infitesimal smallness has never been a reason to deny self-determination to a population.’” – 
Emily Crawford, ‘Climate Change, Sovereignty and Statehood’, Sydney Law School, Legal Studies 
Research Paper No 11/59.  

 
• Deutsche Continental Gas-Gesellschaft v Polish State: “In order to say that a State exists and can 

be recognised as such…it is enough that…[its] territory has sufficient consistency, even though its 
boundaries have not yet been accurately delimited.” 

 
The requirement of effective government  

• “The requirement of government is understood as the existence of an effective government, 
independent from the influence or control of other states.” – Emily Crawford 

C. International Legal Persons  
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The Aaland Islands Case  
• Facts: Relevant here is the question dealt with in this case of the exact date on which Finland 

became a state. Had to consider the fact that although the Finnish parliament declared Finland’s 
independence from the USSR in 1917, there was extensive opposition in Finland by those who 
reject the idea and civil war broke out, requiring the Government of the new state to maintain 
order only with the help of Soviet troops. 

• Result: It would appear that post civil war, little by little, stability and thus effective government 
returned. 

• Reasoning: 
• “In the midst of revolution and anarchy, certain elements essential to the existence of a 

State…were lacking for a fairly considerable period…It is therefore difficult to say at what 
exact date the Finnish Republic, in the legal sense of the term, actually became a 
definitely constitute sovereign State.” 

• “This certainly did not take place until a stable political organization had been created, 
and until the public authorities had become strong enough to assert themselves 
throughout the territories of the State without the assistance of foreign troops.” 

 
 

The Austro-German Customs Union Case (1931) 
• Facts: Austria and Germany reached a preliminary agreement on a customs union establishing 

free trade between the states. It was argued that the agreement would be contrary to the 
economic independence of Austria. 

• Result: 7 judges agreed that the proposed union was incompatible with article 88 of the Treaty of 
Saint-Germain as well as the Protocol of 1922, both of which ensured Austria’s independence. 

• Reasoning (Separate Opinion of Judge Anzilotti) 
• Said we can understand the conception of independence as a characteristic of states by 

comparing independent states with ‘dependent States’ – those subject to the authority of one 
or more states that necessarily implies a relation between a superior state and an inferior 
state 

• “Where there is no such relation of superiority and subordination, it is impossible to speak of 
dependence within the meaning of international law.”  

 

• State practice suggests that the requirement of a ‘stable political organisation’ in control of the 
territory does NOT apply during a civil war/where there is a collapse of law and order in a state that 
ALREADY EXISTS.  

• An example of the above principle is Somalia. Ever since Somalia entered civil war in 1991, fighting 
has persisted between rival militias with different territorial bases. The country’s government has 
been completely contested, changing and unstable (see p.94 in Harris), however during the whole of 
the period from 1991 onwards, Somalia has remained a UN member and continued to be recognised 
as a state by the international community. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The requirement of ‘capacity to enter into relations with other states’ (Independence) 

• Capacity to enter into relations with other states is an amalgam of government and independence, namely 
the ability to operate as an independent entity on the global stage, and able to engage in legal relations 
with other entities under international law. 

• When the Convention refers to ‘capacity to enter into relations with other states’ as a requirement of 
statehood, it is referring to independence as that term is understood in Judge Anzilotti’s opinion in the 
Austro-German Customs Union Case i.e. independence in law from the authority of any other state (and 
hence the capacity under its national law to conduct relations with other states)  

• Independence as a requirement of statehood means, to some extent, factual as well as legal 
independence from other states. Although it is accepted that states may influence the policies and conduct 
of another state, there may come a point, as this case suggests, where factual dependence by one state 
upon another is so great that it is really no more than a puppet state and will not be treated as meeting the 
requirement of independence 

• “The first condition of statehood is that there must exist a government actually independent of that of any 
other State…if a community, after having detached itself form the parent State were to become legally or 
actually a satellite of another State, it would not be fulfilling the primary condition of independence and 
would not accordingly be entitled to recognition as a State.”  

 
– Lauterpacht, Recognition in International Law (1948), 26-29. 
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• “It follows that the legal conception of independence has nothing to do with a State’s 
subordination to international law, or with the numerous and constantly increasing states of 
de fact dependence which characterise the relation of one country to other countries.” 

• “It also follows that the restrictions upon a State’s liberty, whether arising out of ordinary 
international law or contractual engagements, do not as such in the least affect its 
independence. As long as these restrictions do not place the State under the legal authority 
of another State, the former remains an independence State however extensive and 
burdensome those obligations may be.” 

• Notes that under the Treaty of St Germain, Austria is seriously restricted in its economic, 
military and other spheres, but is not under the authority of the other contracting States and 
thus is independent under the meaning of international law  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• In the North Atlantic Coast Fisheries case, the Permanent Court of Arbitration rejected a US submission by 
saying that ‘to hold that the US…has a voice under the treaty granting the right in the preparation of fishing 
legislation, involves recognition of a right in that country to participate in the internal legislation of Great 
Britain and her Colonies and to that extent would reduce these countries to a state of dependence.’ 
 

• “Manchukuo”: State that came into being after Japan invaded the Chinese province of Manchuria in 1931 
and, the following year, recognised ‘Manchukuo’ as an independent state – its territory being that of 
Manchuria. League of Nations Lytton Commission report on Manchukuo found that the sovereignty over 
Manchuria belongs to China, after confirming that it hadn’t been established as independent (although it 
did not pronounce upon the specific question of independence). Found that Japanese authority was too 
heavily exercised ‘by reason of the occupation of the country by [Japan’s] troops, by the dependence of the 
Manchukuo government on those troops for the maintenance of its authority both internally and 
externally…and finally by the presence of [Japanese] consuls, as liaison agents, in the most important 
urban centres…” 
 

Failed States 
According to Thurer (1999) No.836 International Review of the Red Cross, there are 3 elements that can be said to 
characterize the phenomenon of the ‘failed State’ from the political and legal point of view: 
 

1. Geographical and territorial aspect – namely that failed states are associated with internal problems, even 
though these may incidentally have cross-border impacts. This situation is an implosion rather than 
explosion of the structures of power an authority; the disintegration of States rather than the 
dismemberment. 
 

2. Political aspect - namely the internal collapse of law and order. Emphasis here is on total or near total 
breakdown of structures guaranteeing law and order. 

 
3. Functional aspect - namely the absence of bodies capable of representing the State at the international 

level and capable of being influenced by the outside world.  
 
Implications of a ‘failed state’ 

• From a legal point of view, it could be said that the ‘failed state’ is one which, though retaining legal 
capacity, has for all practical purposes lost the ability to exercise it. 

• A key element in this respect is the fact that there is no body that can commit the State in an effective and 
legally binding way, for example, by concluding an agreement 

• Examples of failed states at different times in the past 30 years given by Thurer are Afghanistan, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Cambodia, Lebanon, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and the Democratic Republic of Congo.  

• What is noticeable is that all of these states, like Somalia, have continued to be recognised as states 
during their time of failure.  

 
 
Unlawful states 

• States cannot be declared independent if they come into being in an unlawful manner 
• In 1976, South Africa granted independence to the Transkei the homeland of the Xhosa people, and 

transferred legal sovereignty over the Transkei to is new African government  
• On October 26 1976 the UN General Assembly by a vote of 134 to 0 rejected the declaration of 

independence of the Transkei and declared it invalid, and called upon all governments to deny any form of 
recognition to the so-called independent Transkei, and to refrain from having any dealings with it.  

• One interpretation of state practice in the matter is that the Transkei was not a state because it was the 
embodiment of a fundamentally unlawful policy of apartheid.  
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(ii) State Sovereignty over territory 
	

Island of Palmas (Netherlands v US) 
 

• Facts: After the Spanish-American war, Spain ceded Philippines including an island called Palmas 
island to the US. US thought they had sovereignty over the island but US officials discovered the 
Dutch there. Dutch claim rested on the treaties negotiated by the Dutch East Indian Company. 
 

• Result: Dutch held title. The case indicates very clearly that the state that can show a continuous 
and peaceful display of State authority in the period leading up to the critical date (prescription) can 
defeat any other claim whatever its basis, e.g. occupation, conquest, cession etc.  

 
• Reasoning: 

o Mere discovery is insufficient 
o There were no traces of Spanish activity yet the Dutch had demonstrated a peaceful, 

continuous display of authority e.g. taxing the local people and distributing the coat of arms 
(relatively nominal). 

o Huber recognised that ‘continuous’ display of state functions is a flexible term, specifically in 
the case of isolated territory. 

o Relevant evidence of social functions were close to the time of the dispute 
o Absence of protest by other states was influential 

 
• Take-Home Messages 

1. Territorial disputes generally: ‘If a dispute arises as to the sovereignty over a portion of 
territory, it is customary to examine which of the State claiming sovereignty possesses a title 
– cession, conquest, occupation, etc. – superior to that which the other party might possibly 
bring forward against it.’ 

2. Temporal considerations (Inter-temporal Law): A juridical fact must be appreciated in the 
light of the law contemporary with it, and not of the law in force at the time when a dispute in 
regard to it arises or falls to be settled. The effect of discovery by Spain, in this case, is 
therefore to be determined by the rules of international law in force in the first half of the 16th 
century. 

3. Partly uninhabited/partly unsubdued territories: Territories are often party 
uninhabited/unsubdued e.g. in regards to a group of islands it is possible that a group may 
be regarded in law as a unit, and that the fate of the principal part may involve the rest. 
Indeed, ‘the fact that a State cannot prove a display of sovereignty as regards such a 
position of territory cannot forthwith be interpreted as showing that sovereignty is inexistent.” 

 

 
 

This section relates to the ways in which states may acquire title to territory, and spaces over which territorial 
sovereignty may not be claimed.  
 

• Sovereignty in relation to territory means ‘the right to exercise therein, to the exclusion of any other State, 
the functions of a state.’ (Island of Palmas Case (1928) 2 RIAA 829, 938; Harris, 163) 

• Territory can be acquired via several traditional methods including occupation of terra nullius, prescription, 
cession, accretion and conquest. However international tribunals now generally ignore these categories 
and rely on overlapping modes. 

• Territory may no longer be acquired by mere discovery, or by conquest (note Article 2(4) of UN Charter) 
• After the period of colonial expansion, most territorial claims concern insignificant islands or strategic 

interests regarding natural resources.  
• Boundary disputes, while having the effect of recognising territorial sovereignty, are essentially matters of 

treaty interpretation rather than relying on the principles of acquisition.  
	
1. Prescription and occupation  

• Prescription is where a state has exercised its authority in a continuous, uninterrupted and peaceful 
manner over a sufficient period of time AND interested and affected states have ‘acquiesced’ in this 
exercise of authority (Island of Palmas) 

• There is “no reason why long continued practice between two states accepted by them as regulating their 
relations should not form the basis of mutual right & obligations between the 2 states.” (Right of Passage) 

• It should be noted that prescription is distinguished from historical consolidation – acts demonstrating 
effective occupation cannot oust a pre-existing title (Frontier Dispute (Burkina Faso/Mali) 

• ‘Practice, as well as doctrine, recognises…that the continuous and peaceful display of territorial 
sovereignty (peaceful in relation to other States) is as good as title.’  (Island of Palmas) 
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4. Proscription generally:  

a) Not necessary that the continuous displays of peaceful authority are very frequent 
b) Not necessary that they go back a very far distant period 
c) Not necessary that the display of sovereignty should be established as a precise epoch; 

it suffices that it had existed at the critical period preceding the year 1898: ‘It is quite 
natural that the establishment of sovereignty may be the outcome of a slow evolution; of 
a progressive intensification of State control  
 

5. Conflict: Necessary that it is a peaceful display of authority i.e. one without protest by 
interested states of the sort that prevents prescription  
 

6. The ‘Critical Date’: Critical date is when the territorial sovereignty comes into question; as 
ICJ noted in the Pulau Ligitan and Pulau Sipidan case, the critical date is crucial in that the 
court ‘cannot take into consideration acts having taken place after the date on which the 
dispute between the Parties crystallized unless such acts are a normal continuation of prior 
acts and are not undertaken for the purpose of improving the legal position of the Party 
which relies on them.” 
 

 

Eastern Greenland (Denmark v Norway) 
• Facts: Norway issued a Royal Resolution claiming part of the east coast of Greenland under 

Norwegian sovereignty. They based this claim on history of Norwegian activities limited to fishing and 
hunting. Denmark made an application claiming sovereignty over all of Greenland based on continuous 
and peaceful occupation (despite limited settlement in east Greenland). 

• Result: Denmark held title 
• Reasoning: 

o Continued display of authority involves two elements: the intention and will to act as sovereign 
and some actual exercise or display of sovereignty. 

o Denmark’s administrative hunting and fishing regulations and scientific, mapping and 
exploratory expeditions fulfilled these requirements. 

o The court was unconcerned with the lack of Danish coastal settlements in Eastern Greenland 
believing that Denmark was able to show more comprehensive acts of occupation 

 
Doctrine of intertemporal law: 

• Requirement that title must be valid in accordance with the law in force at the time at which it is claimed to 
have been established – acknowledged in Palmas   

• Jessup warns against changing this to make it a requirement that the validity of title must also be 
constantly updated as the international law bases for title change, arguing that this would be extremely 
disruptive (this controversial idea was advanced in Western Sahara – see below) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• It is questionable whether the two limbs of the Eastern Greenland decision are in fact distinct. However, it 
does prove that the activities must have been undertaken on behalf of the state and not as private acts 
(Case concerning sovereignty over Pulau Ligitan and Pulau Sipadan (Indonesia/Malaysia)) 

o There is an exception where private persons have been given a mandate to claim territory by their 
sovereign and is acting ‘a titre de souvrain’. 

• State activities have a relative rather than absolute value and the weight accorded them depends upon the 
strengths of the counter-balancing activities advanced by the opposing state. 
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Western Sahara (Advisory Opinion) 
• Facts: Western Sahara had been colonised by Spain in 1884. In 1966 the General Assembly invited 

Spain, Morocco and Mauritania to hold a referendum to enable the people to exercise their right to self-
determination. Before this, however, Morocco and Mauritania made overlapping claims to the area 
based on historic title. Two questions were asked:  

o At the time of Spanish colonisation was the land terra nullius? 
o What were the legal ties between Western Sahara and Morocco and Mauritania? 

 
• Result: Neither Morocco nor Mauritania held title over the land 

 
• Reasoning: 

o This was the first decision that did not award title to any state 
o At the time of Spanish colonisation, the land was not considered terra nullius, the nomadic tribal 

inhabitants were deemed to have had sufficient social and political organisation to constitute an 
administrative authority. This was backed by the fact that Spain took protection of the area on 
the basis of agreements with the chiefs. 

o Legal ties were found between the tribal leaders of the Western Sahara region and the sultan of 
Morocco, however these relations were not sufficient to claim effective control and therefore 
sovereignty. 

o The court acknowledged that its opinion on the question of historic title should in no way be 
seen as detracting from the fundamental right of self-determination of the people of Western 
Sahara and ordered the referendum continue to take place 
 

• Was Western Sahara ‘terra nullius’ at time of Spanish colonization? 
- Terra nullius territory can be acquired via occupation 
- However, at the time of Spanish colonisation, the land was not considered terra nullius as the 

nomadic tribal inhabitants were deemed to have had sufficient social and political organisation to 
constitute an administrative authority – backed by the fact that Spain took protection of the area on 
the basis of agreements with the chiefs.  

- Whatever differences of opinion there have been among jurists, the State practice of the relevant 
period (1884) indicates that territories inhabited by tribes or peoples having a social and political 
organization were not regarded as terra nullius 

- Shows that in those days, acquisition of sovereignty required agreements concluded with local 
rulers – derivative titles (perhaps thought of as ‘cession’) but not original titles obtained by 
occupation of terra nullius  

• Was Western Sahara the territory of Morocco? 
- Morocco claimed ‘legal ties’ with Western Sahara at the time of Spanish colonization on the 

grounds of an alleged immemorial possession of the territory; stressing that for a long period 
Morocco was the only independent State that existed in the north-west of Africa 

- Noted that in Eastern Greenland, only required intention and will to act as a sovereign and some 
actual exercise or display of such authority, and also that in areas of thinly populated or unsettled 
countries, ‘very little in the way of actual exercise of sovereign rights’ might be sufficient in the 
absence of a competing claim 

- However, in Western Sahara there were a number of socially and politically organized tribes moving 
around involved in frequent armed incidents  

- Also rejected any contiguity argument. 
- Also noted the importance of the time of authority: “What must be of decisive importance…is not 

direct inference drawn from events in past history but evidence directly relating to effective display 
of authority in Western Sahara at the time of its colonization by Spain and in the period immediately 
preceding that time.” 

- Court ultimately found that despite personal allegiance owed by Saharan tribes to Morocco, there 
was no political authority of the sort associated with sovereignty.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other evidential factors 

o Recognition by other states is persuasive. Recognition by the competing state is powerful evidence 
of title (Temple of Preah Vihear) 

o Lack of contestation or acquiescence to purported title is more passive but still valid evidence 
(Hondura Borders) à Mere silence however can be ambiguous (Alaskan Boundary Dispute) 

o The wishes and welfare of inhabitants, regional interests in stability, dominant geographic features, 
historic, ethnic and economic factors have variously played a role in the resolution of territorial 
disputes. E.g. in North Atlantic Fisheries economic interests peculiar to a region were considered 
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2. Discovery 
Keller, Lissitzyn and Mann referring to the years 1400-1800: 

• “Throughout this lengthy period, no state appeared to regard mere discovery, in the sense of ‘physical’ 
discovery or simple ‘visual apprehension’, as being in any way sufficient per se to establish a right of 
sovereignty over, or a valid title to, terra nullius. 

• Furthermore, mere disembarkation upon any portion of such regions – or even extended penetration and 
exploration therein – was not regarded as sufficient itself to establish such a right or title… 

• …the formal ceremony of taking of possession, the symbolic act, was generally regarded as being wholly 
sufficient per se to establish immediately a right of sovereignty over, or a valid title to, areas so claimed and 
did not require to be supplemented by the performance of other acts, such as, for example, ‘effective 
occupation’. 

• A right or title so acquired and established was deemed good against all subsequent claims set up in 
opposition thereto unless perhaps transferred by conquest or treaty, relinquished, abandoned, or 
successfully opposed by continued occupation on the part of some other state.” 

 
3. Contiguity 

• This refers to when a state claims title on the basis of proximity to a certain area 
• Island of Palmas:  

- “It is impossible to show the existence of a rule of positive international law to the effect that islands 
situated outside territorial water should belong to a State from the mere fact that its territory forms the 
terra firma (nearest continent or island of considerable size) 

- “Not only would it seem that there are no precedents sufficiently frequent and sufficiently precise in 
their bearing to establish such a rule of international law, but the alleged principle itself is by its very 
nature so uncertain and contested that even Governments of the same State have on different 
occasions maintained contradictory opinions as to its soundness.” 

- “[Contiguity] is wholly lacking in precision and would in its application lead to arbitrary results.” 
- Only in cases of partly uninhabited/partly unsubdued territory is proximity relevant  

 
• Eritrea v Yemen (1998) 

- Contiguity can sometimes give rise to a rebuttable presumption of title  
- Relied on in this way in this case where the evidence of governmental activity in respect of the 

disputed islands was sparse and inconclusive 
- Tribunal stated that a factor in the present case was the geographical situation that the majority of the 

islands and islets and rocks in issue form an archipelago extending across a relatively narrow sea 
between the two opposite coats of the sea – “So there is some presumption that any islands off one of 
the coasts may be thought to belong by appurtenance to that coast unless the State on the opposite 
coast has been able to demonstrate a clearly better title.” 

- “Natural Unity” Yemen argument of ‘natural unity’ was deemed an acknowledged concept but not an 
absolute principle. Means that there is a presumption that one considers proximity, contiguity, and 
other such notions well known in international law as not themselves creative of title but rather of a 
possibility or presumption for extending to the area in question an existing title already established in 
another, but proximate or contiguous – part of the same ‘unity’ – “These notions of unity and the like 
are never in themselves roots of title, but rather may in certain circumstances raise a presumption 
about the extent and scope of a title otherwise established.” 

 
4. Conquest (p.187 in Harris) 

• Conquest was a recognised and important basis for title until the early years of the 1900s  
 

• It is now well established that the “territory of a state shall not be the object of acquisition by another state 
resulting from the threat or use of force” contrary to art. 2(4) in the UN Charter  

 
• As the 1928 Briand-Kellogg Pact and the UN Charter have outlawed the use of armed force, so the law of 

conquest has declined in significance to the point where it provides, under the doctrine of intertemporal 
law, justification only for the titles acquired before the force used to obtain them was declared illegal by 
customary international law (1945 i.e. writing of the UN charter = accepted year where conquest became 
illegitimated) 
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• It is no longer possible for a state to acquire territory by force (art 2(4) UN Charter; Resolution 242)  - 
Even where the use of force is lawful. 

• For example, force is lawful if used in self-defence, but Jennings notes, “it would be a curious law of 
self-defence that permitted the defender in the course of his defence to seize and keep the resources 
and territory of the attacker.” 

• The principle of inter-temporal law applies to protect the validity of territory acquired by conquest prior 
to 1945. 

• The Stimson Doctrine of Non-Recognition: 
- On January 7, 1932, the US Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Stimson) sent a note to the 

Japanese and Chinese Governments 
- It was in response to the invasion of Manchuria by Japan and the establishment of the puppet 

state of ‘Manchukuo’ in the Chinese region of Manchuria  
- “The American Government deems it to be its duty to notify [Japan] and the Government of 

the Chinese Republic that it can not admit the legality of any situation de fact nor does it 
intend to recognize any treaty or agreement entered into between those Governments, or 
agents thereof, which may impair the treaty rights of the US or its citizens in China…and that it 
does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty, or agreement which may be brought about 
by means contrary to the covenants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of August 27th 1928, 
to which treaty both China and Japan, as well as the US, are parties.” 

- Backed up by Resolution of the League of Nations (March 11, 1932), which found that ‘it was 
incumbent upon Members of the League of Nations not to recognise any situation, treaty or 
agreement which may be brought about by means contrary to the Covenant of the League of 
Nations, or the Pact of Paris.” 

- Article 11 of the Draft Declaration on Rights and Duties of States similarly reads “Every State 
has the duty to refrain from recognising any territorial acquisition by another State acting in 
violation of Article 9 [which prohibits war as an instrument of national policy and the treat or 
use of force contrary to Article 2(4) of the UN Charter]”.  

 
5. Cession 

• Cession of state territory is the transfer of sovereignty over state territory by the owner-state to 
another state. Every state, as a rule, can cede a part of its territory to another state, or by ceding the 
whole of its territory can even totally merge in another state. To constitute a cession it must be 
intended that sovereignty will pass. Acquisition of governmental powers, even exclusive, without an 
intention to cede territorial sovereignty will not sufficer. (Oppenheim’s International Law, 1992) 

• Acquisition of governmental powers, even exclusive, without an intention to cede territorial 
sovereignty will not suffice (US v Ushi Shiroma 1954)  

• A valid title may be acquired where one sovereign intends to transfer sovereignty over all or part of 
their territory to another state by treaty 

• A state can cede no more rights than it has (Island of Palmas)  
• Modifications after the date of treaty or agreement can be valid if the subsequent conduct of parties 

indicates that they have accepted the change (Eritrea-Ethiopia) 
• Any treaty of cession is not valid if it is obtained by force (art.52 Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties) 
o Keeping in mind the principle of inter-temporal law for cessions made before this 

convention 
• Cession of territory is not permitted in the absence of ensuring the local people have had the 

opportunity to express their wishes (East Timor) 
 
6. Accretion 

• States acquire any new territory formed through the natural processes of accretion, erosion and 
avulsion by effective occupation and acquiescence.  

• If the change to a river is gradual the boundary at the thalweg (middle of the channel) will change 
with it. This depends upon the presence of other factors such as relevant treaties as in the Chamizal 
Arbitration 

 
7. Condominium 

• International law recognises the possibility that two or more states can exercise sovereignty jointly 
over a territory and its peoples 

• This may occur where there is a community of interests and creates a ‘perfect equality of rights’ 
(Land, Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute) 
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(ii) State Sovereignty over maritime zones  
	 

 
The 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea 

• 320 articles that cover all of the ground of the four 1958 Geneva Conventions relating to the law of 
the sea and quite a lot more  

• Main changes or additions to the Geneva conventions are the acceptance of a 12-mile territorial sea, 
provision for transit passage through international straits, increased rights for archipelagic and 
landlocked states, stricter control of marine pollution, acceptance of a 200 mile exclusive economic 
zone for coastal states, changes in the continental shelf regime, and provision for the development 
of deep sea-bed mineral resources.   

• Underlying theme of the convention is that it should ‘contribute to the realisation of a just and 
equitable international economic order, which takes into account the interests and needs of mankind 
as a whole, and in particular, the special interests and needs of developing countries, whether 
coastal or land-locked (preamble)  

• The Convention contains machinery for the settlement of disputes arising under it, including an 
International tribunal for the Law of the Sea, with its seat at Hamburg (art.287 and Annex VI) 

• Entered into force in 1994 and 160 states are now parties.  
• Seems unlikely that state practice will confirm or come to accept many of the particular Convention 

rules as being binding as custom  
• While the convention intended to be viewed as a package which states either accepted as a whole 

or not at all, the ICJ has tended not to follow this approach but in the more usual way, assess 
separately the status of particular rules or regimes as the arise for consideration  

 
A. Sovereignty in the Territorial Sea 
Article 2: Sovereignty in the territorial sea 

i) The sovereignty of a coastal State extends, beyond its land territory and internal waters and, in the case 
of an archipelagic State, its archipelagic waters, to an adjacent belt of sea described as the territorial 
sea.  

ii) This sovereignty extends to the air space over the territorial sea as well as to its bed and subsoil 
iii) The sovereignty over the territorial sea is exercised subject to this Convention and to other rules of 

international law  
 

o There can be little doubt that the above rules represent customary international law  
o The ‘other rules of international law’ referred to in art.2(3) presumably include both 

customary rules (e.g. concerning the treatment of aliens) and treaty obligations (e.g. 
concerning navigation at sea) 

o Maritime laws aren’t a right you can accept or reject: in his dissenting opinion in the 
Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case, Sir Arnold McNair said ‘International law does not say 
to a State: ‘you are entitled to claim territorial waters if you want them’. No maritime state 
can refuse them. International law imposes upon a maritime State certain obligations and 
confers upon it certain rights arising out of the sovereignty which it exercises over 
maritime territory.’ 

 
B. Width of the Territorial Sea  
A state's territorial sea extends up to 12 nautical miles (22.2 km; 13.8 mi) from its baseline. If this would overlap 
with another state's territorial sea, the border is taken as the median point between the states' baselines, unless the 
states in question agree otherwise. A state can also choose to claim a smaller territorial sea. 
 
Article 3: Width of the Territorial Sea 
Every state has the right to establish the breadth of its territorial sea up to a limit not exceeding 12 nautical miles, 
measured from baselines determined in accordance with this Convention. 
 

o This Convention likely states what has come to be the customary international law on this 
issue 

o Whilst most costal states claim 12 miles, there are still wide discrepancies   
o The validity of claims to territorial sea wider than 12 miles depends upon the responses of 

other states (see the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case)  
o The extension of the territorial sea to 12 miles has important consequences for the right 

of innocent passage for ships; also affects aircraft which have no right of innocent 
passage over the territorial sea  

o Note the comments of the US at the 1958 Sea Conference in Geneva, expressing the 
merits of a smaller territorial sea: “One of the merits of the three mile limit was that it was 
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safest for shipping. Many landmarks still used for visual piloting…were not visible at a 
range of 12 miles…and many vessels…did not carry sufficient cable or appropriate 
equipment to anchor at the depths normally found outside the 12-mile limit.” 

o Judge Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, dissenting opinion, Fisheries Jurisdiction Case (UK v 
Iceland), ICJ: ‘The territorial sea involves responsibilities as well as rights, which many 
countries were unable to discharge satisfactorily outside a relatively narrow belt…’ 

Article 4: Outer limit of the territorial sea 
The outer limit of the territorial sea is the line ever point of which is at a distance from the nearest point of the 
baseline equal to the breadth of the territorial sea. 
 
Article 5: The baseline for measurement  
Except where otherwise provided in this Convention, the normal baseline for measuring the breadth of the territorial 
sea is the low-water line along the coast as marked on large-scale charts officially recognized by the coastal state. 
 
Article 6: Atolls and reefs  
In the case of islands situated on atolls or of islands having fringing reefs, the baseline for measuring the breadth of 
the territorial sea is the seaward low-water line of the reef, as shown by the appropriate symbol onc ahrts officially 
recognized by the coastal state.   
 
Articles 7, 8, 9 and 10: Other issues relating to measurement. 
See p.333 in Harris  
 
Article 11: Harbours and Measurement 
P.334 in Harris 
 
Article 12: Roadstead’s included in the territorial sea 
P.334 
 
Article 13: Low tide and high tide elevations 
P.334 
 
Article 14: Coastal state may determine baselines in turn by above methods. 
P.334 
 
Article 15: Coasts of two states opposite or adjacent to each other  
P.334 
 
Article 121: Islands  

i) An island is a naturally formed area of land, surrounded by water, which is above water at high tide. 
ii) Except as provided for in paragraph 3, the territorial sea, the contiguous zone, the exclusive economic 

zone, and the continental shelf of an islands are determined in accordance with the provision of this 
Convention applicable to other land territory 

iii) Rocks, which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life of their own, shall have no exclusive 
economic zone or continental shelf.  

 
 
C. Freedom of the High Seas  
Article 86: Application of these provisions  
The provisions of this part [Pt. VII: arts 86-120] apply to all parts of the sea that are not included in the exclusive 
economic zone, in the territorial sea, or in the internal waters of a State, or in the archipelagic waters of an 
archipelagic State. This article does not entail any abridgement of the freedoms enjoyed by all States in the 
exclusive economic zone in accordance with article 58.  
 
Article 87: Freedom of the high seas  

1. The high seas are open to all States, whether coastal or land-locked. Freedom of the high seas is 
exercised under the conditions laid down by this Convention and by other rules of international law. It 
comprises, inter alia, both for coastal and land-locked States: 

a) Freedom of navigation; 
b) Freedom of over flight; 
c) Freedom to lay submarine cables and pipelines, subject to Part VI; 
d) Freedom to construct artificial islands and other installations permitted under international law, 

subject to Part VI; 
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e) Freedom of fishing, subject to the conditions laid down in section 2; 
f) Freedom of scientific research, subject to Parts VI and XIII. 

2. These freedoms shall be exercised by all States with due regard for the interests of other States in their 
exercise of the freedom of the high seas, and also with due regard for the rights under this Convention with 
respect to activities in the Area.  

 
Article 88: Peaceful Purposes  
The high seas shall be reserved for peaceful purposes.  
 
Article 89: Freedom from sovereignty claims 
No State may validly purport to subject any part of the high seas to its sovereignty.  
 
See pages 364-365 in Harris for more on the High Seas. 
 
D. The Contiguous Zone  
The contiguous zone is a band of water extending from the outer edge of the territorial sea to up to 24 nautical 
miles (44.4 km; 27.6 mi) from the baseline, within which a state can exert limited control for the purpose of 
preventing or punishing "infringement of its customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and regulations within its 
territory or territorial sea". 
 
Article 33: The Contiguous Zone 

1. In a zone contiguous to its territorial sea, described as the contiguous zone, the coastal State may exercise 
the control necessary to: 
a. Prevent infringement of its customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and regulations within its 

territory or territorial sea; 
b. Punish infringement of the above laws and regulations committed within its territory or territorial sea.  

 
2. The contiguous zone may not extend beyond 24 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth 

of the territorial sea is measured.  
 

o In its Draft Articles, the International Law Commission commented that ‘international law 
accords States the right to exercise preventative or protective control for certain purposes over 
a belt of the high seas contiguous to their territorial sea. It is of course, understood, that this 
power of control does not change the legal status of the waters over which it is exercised. 
These waters are and remain a part of the high seas and are not subject to the sovereignty of 
the coastal state…” 

o “Many States have adopted the principle that in the contiguous zone the coastal State may 
exercise customs control in order to prevent attempted infringements of its customs and fiscal 
regulations within its territory or territorial sea, and to punish infringements of those regulations 
committed within its territory or territorial sea. The Commission considered that it would be 
impossible to deny to States the exercise of such rights.” 

o “The Commission did not recognise special security rights in the contiguous zone. It 
considered that the extreme vagueness of the term ‘security’ would open the way for abuses 
and that the granting of such rights was not necessary. The enforcement of customs and 
sanitary regulations will be sufficient in most cases to safeguard the security of the State.’ 

o “In so far as measures of self-defence against an imminent and direct threat to the security of 
the State are concerned, the Commission refers to the general principles of international law 
and the Charter of the United Nations.” 
  

More information pp.385 – 388 
 
E. The Exclusive Economic Zone 
An exclusive economic zone extends from the outer limit of the territorial sea to a maximum of 200 nautical miles 
(370.4 km; 230.2 mi) from the territorial sea baseline, thus it includes the contiguous zone.[3] A coastal nation has 
control of all economic resources within its exclusive economic zone, including fishing, mining, oil exploration, and 
any pollution of those resources. However, it cannot prohibit passage or loitering above, on, or under the surface of 
the sea that is in compliance with the laws and regulations adopted by the coastal State in accordance with the 
provisions of the UN Convention, within that portion of its exclusive economic zone beyond its territorial sea. 
 

• The EEZ has its root in the concept of the exclusive fishing zone and the doctrine of the 
continental shelf 
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• It is a zone of the sea adjacent to a coastal states’ territorial sea within which the coastal state 
has exclusive jurisdiction over fishing  

• The concept can be traced to the extravagant claims of certain Latin American states in the 
late 1940s to protect whaling and other fishing interests à such claims were the subject of 
protest and claims of unlawfulness  

• 1958: Majority view was that, in the absence of agreement to the contrary, fishing beyond the 
limit of a lawful territorial sea was open to all states in accordance with ‘freedom of fishing’ on 
the high seas  

• 1974: Fisheries Jurisdiction (Merits) cases recognised the legality of a 12 mile exclusive fishing 
zone  

• However, thereafter claims became more ambitious so that by 1978 23 states claimed 200 
mile exclusive fishing zones and another 38 claimed exclusive economic zones  

• By 2008, the point had been reached where 105 states from all political groupings claimed 
200-mile exclusive economic zones, without protest from other states.  

 
Article 55 – What is the exclusive economic zone?  
The exclusive economic zone is an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea, subject to the specific legal 
regime established in this part, under which the rights and jurisdiction of the coastal State and the rights and 
freedoms of other States are governed by the relevant provisions of this Convention.  
 
Article 56 – Rights in the EEZ 

1. In the exclusive economic zone, the coastal State has: 
a) Sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural 

resources, whether living or non-living, of the waters superjacent to the sea-bed and of the sea-bed 
and subsoil, and with regard to other activities for the economic exploitation and exploration of the 
zone, such as the production of energy from the water, currents and winds; 
 

b) Jurisdiction as provided for in the relevant provisions of this Convention with regard to: 
i. The establishment and use of artificial islands, installations and structures; 
ii. Marine scientific Research; 
iii. The protection and preservation for the marine environment; 

 
c) Other rights and duties provided for in this Convention. 

 
2. In exercising its rights and performing its duties under this Convention in the exclusive economic zone, the 

coastal State shall have due regard to the rights and duties of other States and shall act in a manner 
compatible with the provisions of this Convention. 

3. The rights set out in this article with respect to the sea-bed and subsoil shall be exercised in accordance 
with Part VI [on the continental shelf]. 

 
 
Article 57 – Size of the EEZ 
The exclusive economic zone shall not extend beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the 
breadth of the territorial sea is measured.  
 
Article 58 – Rights of other states in a country’s EEZ 

1. In the EEZ, all States, whether coastal or landlocked, enjoy, subject to the relevant provisions of this 
convention, the freedoms referred to in article 87 of navigation and overflight and of the laying of 
submarine cables and pipelines, and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to these freedoms, 
such as those associated with the operation of ships, aircraft, and submarine cables and pipelines, and 
compatible with the other provisions of this Convention. 

2. Article 88 to 115 and other pertinent rules of international law apply to the EEZ in so far as they are not 
incompatible with this Part 

3. In exercising their rights and performing their duties under this Convention in the exclusive economic zone, 
States shall have due regard to the rights and duties of the coastal State and shall comply with the laws 
and regulations adopted by the coastal States in accordance with the provisions of this Convention and 
other rules of international law in so far as they are not incompatible with this part.  

 
Article 59 – What to do in the event of random conflict  
In cases where this Convention does not attribute rights or jurisdiction to the coastal State or to other States within 
the exclusive economic zone, and a conflict arises between the interests of the coastal State and any other State or 
States, the conflict should be resolved on the basis of equity and in the light of all the relevant circumstances, 
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taking into account the respective importance of the interests involved to the parties as well as to the international 
community as a whole.  
 
Articles 60, 61, 62, 68, 73 and 74 
See pp.393 and 394 in Harris – just about the rights and duties of states within their EEZ. 
 

• It is clear that the international community allows coastal states a 200 mile EEZ – a consensus 
to this effect quickly emerged at UNCLOS III and provision is according made in the 1982 
Convention  

• In the Continental Shelf (Libya v Malta) case, the ICJ observed that ‘the institution of the 
exclusive economic zone…is shown by the practice of states to have become part of 
customary law.” 

• Not clear though whether the whole of the 1982 Convention on the EEZ is custom, or only 
parts of it.  

• Churchill and Lowe: a state may claim a 20 mile EEZ, but ‘what is much less certain is whether 
the coastal State’s fishery management duties set out in articles 61 and 62 have become part 
of customary law. Relatively few States’ national legislation refers to these duties…the duties 
may be too vague and insufficiently of a ‘norm-creating character’ to pass into customary law.” 

• The 1982 Convention intentionally refrains from describing the EEZ as part of the high seas; 
the zone is treated instead as an intermediate area of sea between the high seas and the 
territorial sea with a distinct regime of its own, which accords the coastal state sovereignty 
rights of exploitation of zone resources and ancillary and other powers of exclusive jurisdiction, 
notably in respect of marine research and the control of pollution.  

• Although the position of the coastal state in an area previously regarded as being fully subject 
to the freedom of the high seas is thus greatly strengthened, it falls far short of sovereignty.  

• States can generally continue to exercise freedom of navigation and overflight and other 
freedoms not covered by art.56 

• Foreign ships in passage are, however, subject to the coastal states’ enforcement jurisdiction 
in respect of illegal fishing (art.73) and control of pollution (art.220)  

• An unresolved question is whether foreign warships may conduct naval exercises in a state’s 
EEZ as they can on the high seas  

• Number of other exercises not regulated by the Convention  
• More about fishing at point 3, p.396  
• The coastal state’s right to exploit continental shelf (i.e. sea-bed and subsoil) resources in its 

EEZ are exercised in accordance with the separate regime for the continental shelf in arts 76-
85 

• Exclusive fishing zones: In 2002, four states, including the UK, claimed 200 miles EFZs but 
not EEZs. Such EFZ claims, although much wider than the 12 miles recognised as valid in the 
Fisheries Jurisdiction Cases (Merits) from 1974, have not met with protest and are clearly 
permissible in customary international law. If a 20 mile EEZ is lawful, then a fortiori, an 
equivalent fishing zone is lawful too.  

 
F. The Continental Shelf  
The Truman Proclamation of the Continental Shelf 1945 
“Having concern for the urgency of conserving and prudently utilising its natural resources, the Government of the 
United States regards the natural resources of the subsoil and sea bed of the continental shelf beneath the high 
seas but contiguous to the coasts of the US as appertaining to the US, subject to its jurisdiction and control. In 
cases where the continental shelf extends to the shores of another states or is shared with a n adjacent state, the 
boundary shall eb determined by the US and the state concerned in accordance with equitable principles. The 
character as high seas of the waters above the continental shelf and the right to their free and unimpeded 
navigation are in no way thus affected.  
 

• The Truman Proclamation, which was the first of its kind, was quickly followed by similar 
declarations made by other states  

• By 1945 it had become technically possible to drill for oil and other mineral resources in the 
seabed. The Truman Proclamation was aimed at filling a gap in international law on the legal 
rights and duties of states arising from that possibility.  

• The continental shelf refers to the gently sloping platform of submerged land surrounding the 
continents and islands. Normally it extends to a depth of approximately 200 metres, at which 
point the seabed falls away sharply. It varies in width from less than 5 miles to 750 miles. 
Shelves occupy about 7.5% of the total ocean area.  
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(iia) State sovereignty over airspace  
	

• The status of the continental shelf doctrine in customary international al was considered by 
Lord Asquith in the Abu Dhabi Arbitration in 1951: “There are in this field so many ragged ends 
and unfilled blanks, so much that is merely tentative and exploratory, that in no form can the 
doctrine claim as yet to have assumed hitherto the hard lineaments of the definitive status of 
an established rule of international law.” 

 
Article 76 – The Continental Shelf 

1. The continental shelf of a coastal State comprises the sea-bed and subsoil of the submarine areas that 
extend beyond its territorial sea throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge of 
the continental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of 
the territorial sea is measured where the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that 
distance.  
 

• More on p.400 in Harris about measuring and delimiting the continental shelf 
 
Article 77 – Rights of states over their continental shelf 

1. The coastal State exercises over the continental shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it and 
exploiting its natural resources  

2. The rights referred to in paragraph 1 are exclusive in the sense that if the coastal State does not explore 
the continental shelf or exploit its natural resources, no one may undertake these activities without the 
express consent of the coastal State  

3. The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not depend on occupation, effective or notional, 
or any express proclamation  

4. The natural resources referred to in this Part consist of the mineral and other non-living resources of the 
sea-bed and subsoil together with living organism s belonging to sedentary species, that is to say 
organisms which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or under the sea-bed or are unable to 
move except in constant physical contact with the sea-bed or the subsoil.  

 
Article 78 – Rights of other states 

1. The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not affect the legal status of the superjacent 
waters or of the air space above those waters.  

2. The exercise of the rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf must not infringe or result in any 
unjustifiable interference with navigation and other rights and freedoms of other States as provided for in 
this Convention.  

 
Other articles pp.401-2 
 
Notes on the continental shelf – See more p.402  

• The legal definition of the continental shelf in art.96 differs from the 1958 one in that it extends 
the continental shelf to the outer edge of the ‘continental margin’, which includes the shelf itself 
and ‘the slope and the rise’ beyond it.  

• 1982 convention provides that the shelf extends a distance of 200 miles from the coast 
whether it reaches that distance in nature or not 

• 1982 Convention retains an advantage for the 60 or so naturally favoured states in that that the 
shelf extends beyond that distance in law to the ‘outer edge’ of the continental shelf if 
geomorphologically that point is more than 200 miles out. However this is limited in that no 
shelf may in law extend more than 350 miles from the territorial sea baseline or, beyond that, 
the ‘2500 metres depth plus 100 nautical miles’ limit set in art.76 (5) 

• Islands have a continental shelf in the 1982 convention unless they are just rocks which cannot 
sustain human habitation or economic life of their own’ 

• Article gives only limited rights to the coastal state in the continental shelf, not sovereignty  
 
 
 
 
 
The Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation 1944 
 
Article 1 – Sovereignty over territorial airspace  
The contracting States recognize that every State has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the air space 
above its territory.  
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Article 2 – What constitutes territory under this convention  
For the purposes of this Convention the territory of a State shall be deemed to be the land areas and territorial 
waters adjacent thereto under the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection or mandate of such State. 
 
Article 3 – Aircraft applicable under this Convention  

a. This convention shall be applicable only to civil aircraft, and shall not be application to state aircraft. 
b. Aircraft used in military, customs and police services shall be deemed to be state aircraft. 
c. No state aircraft of a contracting State shall fly over the territory of another State or land thereon without 

authorization by special agreement or otherwise, and in accordance with the terms thereof. 
The contracting State undertake, when issuing regulations for their state aircraft, that they will have due 
regard for the safety of navigation of civil aircraft. 

 
Article 3 bis – Peacefulness and compliance with the convention   

a. The contracting States recognize that every State must refrain from resorting to the use of weapons 
against civil aircraft in flight and that, in case of interception, the lives of persons on board and the safety of 
aircraft must not be endangered. This provision shall not be interpreted as modifying in anyway the rights 
and obligation of States set forth in the Charter of the UN. 

b. State must require the landing of a civil aircraft at some designated airport if the aircraft is flying without 
authority of there are reasonable grounds to conclude that it is being used for any purpose inconsistent 
with the aims of this Convention  

c. Every civil aircraft shall comply with an order given in conformity with paragraph (b) of this article. To this 
end each contracting State shall establish all necessary provisions in its national laws or regulations to 
make such compliancy mandatory for any civil aircraft registered in that State or operated by a person 
having his principal place of business or permanent resident in that State. Each contracting State shall 
make any violation of such applicable laws or regulations punishable by severe penalties and shall submit 
the case to its competent authorities in accordance with its law or regulations.  

 
Article 5 – Flights across each other’s territories  
The aircraft of states, other than scheduled international air services, have the right to make flights across state's 
territories and to make stops without obtaining prior permission. However, the state may require the aircraft to 
make a landing. 
 
Article 6 – Flights across each other’s territorials (scheduled international sir services)  
No scheduled international air service may be operated over or into the territory of a contracting State, except with 
the special permission or other authorization of that State, and in accordance with the terms of such permission or 
authorization.  
 
Article 17 – Nationality 
Aircraft have the nationality of the State in which they are registered. 
 
Article 18 – Exclusivity of registration  
An aircraft cannot be validly registered in more than one State, but its registration may be changed from one State 
to another. 
 

• Article 1 of the Chicago Convention reflects a rule of customary international law (Nicaragua 
Case (Merits), ICJ 1986) that developed rapidly in the first part of this century. E.g. U-2 
Incident, where US high altitude aircraft (a U2) was shot down over Soviet territory in 1960 
because the USSR protested at the flight of the aircraft from Pakistan to Finland. US did not try 
to justify its actions in terms of international law or protest at the shooting down or of the 
subsequent trial of the pilot, which is consistent with the view that other than in the case of 
entry in distress, international trespass by military aircraft may be met by the use of force 
without warning.  
 

• Cases of trespassing civil aircraft being shot down are not uncommon. A tragic case was 
the Korean Airlines Flight 007 Incident, when a Korean Airlines Boeing 747 on a scheduled 
flight from Alaska to South Korea strayed some 500km off course over military sensitive USSR 
territory and was intercepted and then shot down by Soviet military aircraft in darkness. All 
aboard were killed, with the trespass having resulted from the negligence of the crew, who 
never appreciated that the flight was off course. Report concluded that the USSR authorities 
had assumed without checking that the 747 was a US intelligence aircraft and had intercepted 
a climb by the 47 as evasive action confirming this assumption.  
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(iii)  Contemporary Principles and ideas: 
Common Heritage, Joint Management of Resources & Sustainable Development  

	

 
• The rule in Article 3 bis that weapons must not be used against civil aircraft in flight except 

where the UN Charter allows appears to be a reference to the Charter right of self-defence 
(article 51). UK Rep in the ICAO assembly said use of force may be legitimate if a civil aircraft 
is about to attack/drop paratroops or something because in this sense it would be in effect 
acting as a military aircraft anyway and lives of persons on board would be endangered.  

• On one view, art.3 bis is stricter than pre-existing custom. This, it is claimed, permitted the use 
of deadly force as a last resort in response to a proportionate national security interest. 
Supposing this view to be correct, it may be that consideration of humanity and the need for 
public confidence in the safety of civil airflight have precipitated a new consensus favouring the 
stricter formulation in art.3 bis, as a customary as well as a treaty rule. The Russian Federation 
has accepted art.3 bis.  
 

• What is a ‘scheduled international air service’? 
- Defined in 1952 by the ICAO Council 
- “A series of flights that possess all the following characteristics: a) passes through the 

airspace over the territory of more than one state; b) it is performed by aircraft for the 
transport of passengers, mail or cargo for remuneration, in such a manner that each 
flight is open to use by members of the public; c) it is operated so as to serve traffic 
between the same two or more points either according to a published timetable or with 
flights so regular and frequent that they constitute a recognisably systematic series.”  

	
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The notion of common heritage claims that territory and resources might be available to all mankind and 
not subject to unilateral acquisition. 

• The central objectives are to safeguard a common heritage for future generations, to conserve the earth’s 
resources and to share the benefits of use and exploitation of resources (slightly inconsistent) 

 
Outer Space (p.210 in Harris) 

• The Treaty on the Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and use of Outer Space, 
including the Moon and other celestial bodies (1967) – i.e. the Outer Space Treaty – deals with the joint 
management of outer-space 

• This treaty builds upon a number of General Assembly resolutions on space law  
• Has been criticized as soft law stating general principles rather than anything that gives proper details – 

leaves a lot of questions unanswered and has a lot of holes, e.g. Does art.4 prohibit the passage of ballistic 
missiles through outer space? 

• Question arises also as to whether this treaty prohibits the unilateral exploitation of non-renewable 
resources of outer space 

• The Moon Agreement repeats, clarifies and supplements the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, and most 
significantly deals with the question of natural resources, establishing that the natural resources of celestial 
bodies are, like those of the deep sea-bed, the ‘common heritage of mankind’, and as such, to be exploited 
when technical and commercial considerations permit, in accordance with an international regime.  

 
Outer Space Treaty 

• Article 1: Outer space/moon/celestial bodies must be explored and used for the benefit and in the 
interests of all countries, shall be the province of all mankind, shall be free for exploration and use by all 
States without discrimination of any kind, States shall facilitate and encourage international cooperation 
in outer-space scientific investigations  
 

• Article 2: Outer space/moon/celestial bodies not subject to national appropriation by claim of 
sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means.  
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• Article 3: State Parties to the Treaty shall carry out activities in accordance with international law, 
including UN Charter and in the interest of maintaining international peace and security/promoting 
cooperation.  
 

• Article 4: State Parties agree not to place in orbit nuclear weapons, or put weapons in space in any 
manner. Moon and other celestial bodies shall be used exclusively for peaceful purposes.  
 

• Article 5: State Parties shall regard astronauts as envoys of mankind and shall render to them all 
possible assistance in the event of accident, distress or emergency landing on the territory of another 
State Party or on the high seas.  
 

• Article 6: State responsibility for national activities in outer space.  
 

• Article 7: Liability of state parties for damages sustained to other parties in the launch of rockets etc. 
 

• Article 8: Objects launched into outer space are controlled by the state party that launched them; 
ownership not affected by their presence in outer space. 
 

• Article 9: Cooperation and mutual assistance principle, avoidance of adverse changes in environment, 
avoidance of potential harm etc.  

 
 
Antarctica 

o Antarctica has not attracted any consensus on its status as res communis, however, it was agreed that 
safeguarding Antarctica for science and other peaceful purposes was a priority. The Antarctic Treaty of 
1959 states: 

§ Antarctica shall be used for peaceful purposes only (Art 1) 
§ Freedom of scientific investigation (Art 2) 
§ Information regarding plans for scientific programs shall be exchanged, scientific personnel shall 

be exchanged, scientific observations and results shall be exchanged (Art 3) 
§ The treaty does not renounce any previously asserted title, any basis of claims to title or 

recognition of another state’s title. Activities taking place under the treaty however do not 
constitute the basis of title. Indeed Art.4 ‘freezes’ territorial claims to Antarctica, neither endorsing 
nor rejecting existing claims, and preventing acts or activities by any of the claimant states 
constituting a basis for asserting, supporting or denying a claim to territorial sovereignty.  (Art 4) 

§ Nuclear activity and waste is prohibited (Art 5) 
 

• Successful Treaty – stems largely form the ‘freezing’ of territorial claims by article 4 à issue of sovereignty 
defused has facilitated scientific cooperation rather than political conflict  

• Other notable features are the demilitarise (ar.1) and nuclear free (art.5) character of Antarctica and the 
provision for periodic meetings of the consultative parties (art.9) à meetings have led to over 150 adopted 
non-binding recommendations and other important conservation measures, e.g. 1972 Convention for the 
Conservation of Antarctic Seals  

• Treaty provides no provision on the exploitation of mineral resources; 1991 Protocol on Environmental 
Protection to the Antarctic Treaty imposes a ban on mineral resource activity, except for scientific research.  

 
 
How does the management of the Arctic differ from the Antarctic? 
“The governance framework for the Antarctic is provided by the Antarctic Treaty System, which is built around the 
Antarctic Treaty. The original parties to the Antarctic Treaty were the twelve States which participated in the 
Antarctic Conference: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, the 
Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States. These represented those States with the most significant 
interests in Antarctica, including the two superpowers, and all seven States that had made territorial claims over 
Antarctica: Argentina, Australia, Chile, France, New Zealand, Norway and the United Kingdom… 
 
The Antarctic Treaty has been reviewed extensively, and it is necessary for the purposes of this article only to note 
its core features. First, it declares that Antarctica shall be used exclusively for peaceful purposes, and rules out the 
deployment of military forces on Antarctica unless used for scientific research or other peaceful purposes. Second, 
the Treaty seeks to promote freedom of scientific investigation and to that end requires States to co-operate in their 
research endeavors to the greatest extent feasible. Third, and most critically, the Treaty includes a carefully drafted 
provision that places sovereign claims in abeyance… 
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(iv) Self-Determination; Unilateral Declarations of Independence  
	

 
The Arctic region comprises a partially enclosed sea, the Arctic Ocean, surrounded by two continental landmasses, 
North America and Eurasia, which intrude within Arctic Circle. Unlike the Antarctic the Arctic is therefore dominated 
by sea and girt by land. Eight States have clearly recognized territories within the Arctic Circle: Canada, Denmark 
(Greenland), Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden and the United States… 
 
It is difficult to speak of an Arctic ‘regime’ in legal terms as there is no solidary, overarching, legal architecture for 
the management of the land and sea areas within the Arctic region. Primarily because there are no fundamental 
disputes over Arctic sovereignty, there is no strong tradition of Arctic co-operation, and the picture that emerges is 
of a complex and unwieldy set of political and legal institutions. 
 
Politically, Arctic governance is pursued unilaterally and through two, partially overlapping, groupings of States with 
Arctic interests. The first is the Arctic Eight, those States with territory reaching northwards into the Arctic Circle, 
and who are members of the Arctic Council: Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden and the 
United States. The second group is the Arctic Five, a more select club of Arctic nations with coasts bordering the 
Arctic Ocean: Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia and the United States.’  

Tim Stephens, 'The Arctic and Antarctic’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Self Determination 

• The right of self-determination is the right held by all peoples to determine freely their political status and 
freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.  

• It is a controversial principle; controversy centres on the principle’s status in international law and its 
meaning  

• International community has regularly denied recognition of the status of statehood where the principle of 
self-determination that has not been satisfied.  

• Conversely, if a state arises from self-determination weaker standards of effective government often apply 
• Self-determination allows limited recognition of national liberation movements – in some cases this may 

limit the capacity of the state to alienate its resources or conclude treaties in respect of territory 
• Self-determination, involving as it does an obligation to have appropriate regard to the will of peoples, does 

not mandate any particular outcome in all cases. It could be the emergence of a sovereign independent 
state, free association with an independent state or integration with an independent state.  

 
Jus Cogens Rule 

• Evidence now suggests that the point has been reached where the principle has generated a rule of 
international law (recognised by leading publicists as jus cogens) by which the political future of a colonial 
or similar non-independent territory should be determined in accordance with the wishes of its inhabitants, 
within the limits of the principle of uti possidetis 

• Uti Possidetis - The right of self determination must not involve changes to existing frontiers at the time of 
independence.’ This is maintained in the interest of peace and stability but denies minorities the right to 
self-determination and privileges the colonial powers.’ 

• When self-determination and uti possidetis conflict, the latter prevails (para.6 Resolution 1514, and Frontier 
Dispute case, and Opinion No.2) 

 
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Territories and Peoples (GA Resolution 1514) 1960 
‘The General Assembly Declares that: 
 

1. The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of 
fundamental human rights, is contrary to the UN Charter and is an impediment to the promotion of world 
peace and cooperation;  
 

2. All peoples have the right to self-determination, by virtue of that right they freely determine their political 
status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development;  

 
3. Inadequacy of political, economic, social or education preparedness should never serve as a pretext for 

delaying independence; 
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4. All armed action or repressive measures of all kinds directed against dependent peoples shall cease in 
order to enable them to exercise peacefully and freely their right to complete independence, and the 
integrity of their national territory shall be respected; 

 
5. Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self Governing Territories or all other territories which 

have not yet attained independence, to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories, without any 
conditions or reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will and desire, without any distinction 
as to race, creed or colour in order to enable them to enjoy complete independence and freedom;  

 
6. Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a 

country is incompatible with the Purposes and Principles of the Charter of the United Nations.  
 

7. All States shall observe faithfully and strictly the provisions of the Charter of the UN, the UDHR and the 
present declaration on the basis of equality, non-interference in the internal affairs of all States, and 
respect for the sovereign rights of all peoples and their territorial integrity.’ 

 
• The 1960 Declaration has been the continual point of reference in the GA’s decolonisation practice 
• Does not state that title to colonial and similar non-independent territory that is not in accord with 

the wishes of its people is invalid; instead says that immediate steps should be taken to achieve 
independence in accordance with the principle of self-determination  

•  
 
Internal vs. External context 

• Policy of international law as opposed to internal law: Principle is the cornerstone of the General 
Assembly’s decolonisation policy of the 1960s and 1970s; principle doesn’t extend to claims for 
independence by minority groups or units in a non-colonial context, however it may require that 
governments generally have a democratic base and that minorities be allowed political autonomy.  

• One of the purposes of the UN is ‘to develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the 
principle of equal rights and self-determination of all peoples’ – UN Charter, Art 1(2)  

 
Self-Determination in Case Law and Treaties 

• The 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the 1966 International Covenant on 
Economic Cultural and Social Rights includes common Article 1, which provides in paragraph 1 that ‘All 
peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status 
and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.’ 

• Western Sahara [1976] ICJ (Advisory opinion): defined self-determination, as ‘the need to pay regard to the 
freely expressed will of peoples’ and accepted that it is part of customary international law. See page 
106/107 in Harris for more. This case was dealt with in more detail above in the ‘sovereignty’ section.  

• East Timor Case [1995] ICJ Rep 90 confirmed Western Sahara, finding that self-determination was an erga 
omnes obligation i.e. an obligation owed to all states. 

• Facts: East Timor shares an island with Indonesia. In 1974, Indonesia and Australia agreed that 
the best solution for the security of the region when Portugal relinquished the territory would be 
for it to join Indonesia. An independence movement within East Timor opposed this solution and 
used force to seize control over the territory from Portugal and declared its independence. 
Indonesia invaded East Timor and defeated the Fretlin forces. 

• The General Assembly and UNSC called upon Indonesia to withdraw and upon all states to allow 
the people of East Timor to decide their own future in accordance with the principle of self-
determination  

• Only in 2002 was the new state of Timor Leste internationally recognised  
 

• So in summary: In Western Sahara [1975] ICJ Rep 12 the ICJ in an Advisory Opinion defined self-
determination as ‘the need to pay regard to the freely expressed will of peoples’ (at [59]) and accepted that 
it is part of customary international law. This was reaffirmed in the East Timor Case [1995] ICJ Rep 90 and 
the Wall Case [2004] ICJ Rep 136, with the Court holding in East Timor that it was an erga omnes 
obligation. It has been recognised by leading publicists as ius cogens. 

 


